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1. Introduction
Ice sheet flow, which is gravity-driven, changes with changes in conditions at the ice/bed interface (e.g., slipperiness as result of melting/refreezing of water and topography as a result of bed deformation), which in turn cause changes in ice thickness and surface elevation slope, and consequently in the driving stress [Van der Veen, 1999]. Equally, changes in the driving stress due to external forcings (e.g., changes in surface ablation/accumulation) change the rates of flow and conditions at the bed. Understanding the physical processes governing spatial and temporal variability of the driving and basal shear stresses is imperative in understanding the behavior of ice sheets (past and present) and for projections of their evolution under changing climate.

Recent advances in cryospheric remote-sensing systems (satellite and air-borne based) have yielded a wealth of high spatial resolution observations of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. The recently released data sets of Greenland [Bamber et al., 2013] and Antarctica surface and bed topography [Bamber et al., 2009; Fretwell et al., 2013] and surface ice flow [Joughin et al., 2010; Rignot et al., 2011] have unprecedentedly high resolutions of 1 km, 500 m, and 900 m, respectively. Taking advantage of such high spatial resolution data products, we investigate spatial variability of the three components of the ice momentum balance—the driving and basal stress and ice internal deformation—that determine the rate of ice sheets’ flow, and the consequent ice discharge into surrounding oceans.

2. Driving Stress
The driving stress, \( \tau_d \), can be directly computed using observed values of ice thickness and surface slopes:

\[
\tau_d = \rho g H | \nabla S |
\]

where \( \rho \) is ice density, \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, \( H \) is ice thickness, \( \nabla \) is the gradient operator, and \( S \) is ice surface elevation. The driving stress, \( \tau_d \), computed with these data (Figure 1) appears to have strong similarities on the two ice sheets, on both large and small spatial scales. On the ice sheet scale, driving stress...
progressively increases from zero at ice divides toward the ice sheet margins, and falls to almost zero over floating ice shelves (Figure 1a).

On spatial scales of ~5–20 km, the new data sets show that there is high variability in the driving stress distributions in grounded ice (Figures 2–3, left columns). In both ice sheets, the driving stress organizes into distinct bands of high values that are up to an order of magnitude greater than the stress between the bands. Figure S1 in the supporting information summarizes the spatial characteristic of the high driving-stress bands for selected regions in Antarctica and Greenland (Figures 2–3, left columns). The predominant orientation of these bands is transverse to the ice flow direction. These band-like patterns are associated with and are primarily due to similar patterns in the surface slopes, \( \vec{\nabla} S \) (Figures S2–S3). The surface slopes show large variations across the bands, about an order of magnitude change. The corresponding surface undulations have ~30–80 m amplitudes, depending on locations, with the largest ones observed on the Lambert Ice Stream and the smallest on an unnamed location at ~40°E and ~84°S in Antarctica and Petermann Glacier in Greenland.

The similarity of the driving-stress (and surface slope) patterning in both ice sheets suggests that it is unlikely to arise from external causes, as wind and precipitation patterns that could produce such surface undulations are variable across the individual ice sheets and drastically different between them. More likely, these spatial patterns stem from the ice sheets’ internal dynamics.

### 3. Basal Shear Stress

In order to understand the generating processes of such spatially organized variability in the driving stress, we analyze the basal resistance component of ice momentum balance. While surface measurements are sufficient to compute driving stress, basal drag cannot be estimated from surface observations and measurements on ice sheet-wide scales are logistically impossible. Inverse methods [e.g., MacAyeal, 1992; Goldberg and Sergienko, 2011] provide the necessary means to infer basal conditions under various ice streams [e.g., Joughin et al., 2004; Sergienko et al., 2008]. As the driving stress is highly spatially variable (Figures 2–3, left columns), the inverse model requires even higher horizontal resolution (a fraction of the local ice thickness), and the ability to account for all modes of ice deformation in three dimensions in order to satisfy the governing Stokes equations. It is not computationally feasible to perform such high-resolution three-dimensional inversions for continental ice sheets. Consequently, regional inversions are performed for parts of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (black rectangles in Figure 1), in areas where banding in the driving stress was observed.
Figure 2. (left column) Driving stress, $\tau_d$ (kPa), and (right column) basal shear stress, $\tau_b$ (kPa), for selected areas of Antarctic ice sheet.
Figure 3. (left column) Driving stress, $\tau_d$ (kPa), and (right column) basal shear stress, $\tau_b$ (kPa), for selected areas of Greenland ice sheet.
The chosen regions encompass a wide range of characteristics. Bedrock elevation is both above and below sea level, surface ice flow varies by several order of magnitudes between locations and also within selected locations (Figures S4–S7), while the driving stress has a variety of spatial patterns (Figures 2–3, left columns). The locations in Antarctica are the Bindschadler and MacAyeal ice streams in the West Antarctica (denoted by B and M in Figure 1a), an unnamed location at ~40°E and ~84°S and Lambert Ice Stream in the East Antarctica (denoted by E and L in Figure 1a). In Greenland, the locations are Jakobshavn Isbøe and area surrounding it, Petermann Glacier, 79 North and Zachariae glaciers, and the North-East Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS), denoted by J, P, NZ, and N in Figure 1b, respectively. Inversions for basal shear at these locations used the data sets described above, observed ice surface velocities [Rignot et al., 2011; Joughin et al., 2010] and a recently developed inverse model [Sergienko and Hindmarsh, 2013] (detailed description of the inversion procedure is in Text S1, section 1). The spatial patterns obtained are robust with respect to errors in the input data and the specifics of the inversion procedure (supporting information and Sergienko and Hindmarsh [2013]).

The inverted basal shear distributions (Figures 2–3, right columns) also exhibit a band-like spatial structure similar to those observed in the driving stress. Areas of high basal traction alternate with areas of low basal traction at all locations where inversions were performed. Areas where the bands with high driving stress are absent or occur less frequently include the trunks of Bindschadler and MacAyeal ice streams in Antarctica (Figure 2) and 79 North and Zachariae glaciers in Greenland (Figure 3). In these locations, there are distinct, elongated structures with very high basal shear (~300 kPa) that lie within large areas with basal shear close to zero. These spatial patterns are similar to ones inferred in inversions of basal shear distribution on Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers (Antarctica) [Sergienko and Hindmarsh, 2013]. Figure S8 summarizes the spatial characteristics of the basal shear spatial distributions.

It is remarkable that all locations where inversions have been performed exhibit similar basal shear patterns on small (~5–20 km) spatial scales. Bed topography is not a strong control on all locations and distributions of the basal shear patterns (Figures S4–S5). In some locations, the ribs are concentrated within topographic lows (MacAyeal Ice Stream in Antarctica and NEGIS in Greenland), while in other locations, they are concentrated in local topographic highs (Bindschadler Ice Stream in Antarctica and the flanks of Jakobshavn Isbøe in Greenland). At all locations, the basal friction bands and distinct ribs locate in areas characterized by the high driving-stress bands (Figures 2–3). However, the spatial patterns of the driving and basal stresses do not mimic each other at all locations: the basal friction spatial structures are oriented at ~10–40° angle with respect to the driving-stress structures and, in some locations, span several of them (Figures S5–S8). While the colocations of highs in the driving stress with highs in the basal shear stress is expected, the details of their spatial distributions are not. Although the individual basal shear ribs are nonaligned with the driving-stress bands, in many areas, the basal shear ribs are parallel to each other and organized in echelons that span individual driving-stress bands (e.g., Figures S6–S7).

Where ice flows over beds with heterogeneous basal conditions (topography and basal resistance), it produces undulations on the ice surface that affect spatial variability of the surface slopes and, as a result, the local driving stress [e.g., Schoof, 2002; Gudmundsson, 2003; Sergienko, 2013]. Spatial patterns of heterogeneous basal conditions and resulting surface undulations are not identical, with the surface undulations having a larger spatial extent [Sergienko, 2012]. Moreover, multiple distinct topographic undulations or areas with strong basal resistance have cumulative effects on ice flow, and the produced surface undulations have more complicated patterns than the basal patterns. We demonstrate this using idealized simulations of ice flow over several ribs with high basal traction organized in distinct echelons and aligned at 45° to the main direction of ice flow (Text S1, section 2). The simulations show that such spatial distributions of basal traction produce surface undulations, and, as a result, spatially variable driving stress with distinct bands oriented across ice flow (Text S1, section 2).

In view of this, we suggest that the most likely origin of band-like spatial structure in the ice sheets’ driving stress is the band-like spatial distribution of the basal shear stress. As the spatial patterns of the driven stress of the areas where inversions were performed are similar to other areas of the two ice sheets, we hypothesize that the band-like patterns in the basal shear stress are widespread under both ice sheets. This implies that many parts of ice sheets where the driving-stress bands occur are experiencing basal sliding.
4. Ice Internal Deformation and Basal Sliding

Ice flow is thought of as a combination of internal deformation and sliding occurring at the ice bed. We can verify the hypothesis of the widespread basal sliding by computing the deformational velocities (difference between surface and basal velocities), accounting for the effect of temperature on deformation, within the ice sheets and comparing them with observed surface velocities (Text S1, section 3). As Figures 4 and S9 show, the driving-stress bands are located in areas where basal sliding is substantial. These results have two important consequences. First, the presence of the driving-stress bands can be indicative of the band-like patterns in the basal shear and basal sliding. Second, the areas of the ice sheets that experience significant basal sliding are substantially larger than previously recognized, e.g., Northern Greenland and large areas of East Antarctica.

Basal sliding is traditionally attributed to the presence of subglacial water. Widespread indications of its presence have been observed underneath most of Antarctica [Wingham et al., 2006; Wolovick et al., 2013; Engelhardt et al., 1990] and Greenland [Oswald and Gogineni, 2012], where in addition to subglacial water, surface meltwater can reach the bed in ablation zones [Catania and Neumann, 2010]. Subglacial water flow is controlled by the gradient of hydraulic potential [Shreve, 1972]

\[
\nabla \Phi = \rho g \nabla S + (\rho_w - \rho) g \nabla B,
\]

(2)

where \(\rho_w\) is water density and \(\nabla B\) is bed slope. Since the hydraulic potential gradient is dominated by the surface slope, \(\nabla S\), its spatial variability closely mimics spatial variability of the driving stress, whose spatial variability is dominated by the surface slope as well (Figures S2–S3).

5. Discussion

Rib-like basal resistance patterns could be a result of several distinct mechanisms occurring near or at the ice-bed interface. The offset between the driving stress and basal resistance bands observed in most cases suggests the operation of dynamical processes at the bed, mediated by mechanical coupling within the ice sheet. However, in some instances, the colocation of resistance with driving stress suggests a controlling relationship to basal topography and so the ice surface structure is likely to be static. For example, in the area at ~40°E and ~84°S (Figure 2), colocation of resistance and driving stress appears to correspond well to topography there (Figures S4b). Owing to the correlation between driving stress and gradient in hydraulic potential, changes in the driving stress could affect sliding by changing water availability or water distribution along the bed. Similarly, subglacial water can result in till weakening [Iverson, 2010], or erosion and deposition of sediments near the bed either through till movement [Hindmarsh, 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2001;
Smith et al., 2007) or glaciofluvial processes [Creyts et al., 2013]. Since many of these mechanisms occur over length scales substantially less than ice thickness, our inversions are unable to distinguish between such processes, and contrasts in ice rheology [Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013] or patterns of freezing and thawed beds might be equally responsible. With the exception of topography, all of these mechanisms could allow the basal resistance to change on decadal time scales.

The occurrence of regular patterning at the bed is a fingerprint of a dynamical instability [Sergienko and Hindmarsh, 2013]. The characteristic scales of the ribs are substantially smaller (∼5–20 km or ∼ 4–6 local ice thicknesses) than previously observed structures in basal resistance. If formation time is related to transit time of the ice over them, their typical timescales will be decadal to centurial. Regardless of the mechanism, these patterns are likely a manifestation of processes that are highly variable on relatively short spatial and temporal scales. The implications of this are far-reaching, as pattern-forming instabilities are often one manifestation of complex dynamical systems with poor predictability. Understanding the pattern-forming mechanism is therefore critical to understanding future behavior of the ice sheets.

A substantial challenge in understanding such instabilities lies in constructing the long-term variability and how these relate to the expected mean flow conditions of the ice sheet. Borehole measurements of subglacial conditions [Meierbachtol et al., 2013; Engelhardt and Kamb, 1997] can capture the temporal variability, but lack the spatial extent to understand development of basal resistance. Broader scale radar [Schroeder et al., 2013; Wolovick et al., 2013] and seismic investigations [Peters et al., 2006; King et al., 2007] give insight into spatial structure but lack the temporal resolution to understand how the ice-bed geometry and properties evolve. Because the patterns are found across the ice sheets, the development of the instabilities affects the broad-scale ice flow with the ribs being the best evidence so far of these instabilities.

Alternative sources of evidence with high spatial detail come from the deglaciated beds of the ice sheets that covered northern America and Eurasia, which exhibit similar features to the inversions for basal resistance ribs beneath the Greenland and Antarctica [Sergienko and Hindmarsh, 2013]. These are possibly related to geomorphological structures (“mega-ribs”) found at locations of the former Laurentide Ice Sheet formed during Last Glacial Maximum [Greenwood and Kleman, 2010]. Pattern forming mechanisms have been proposed for the development of the somewhat smaller ribbed moraines [Dunlop et al., 2008] as well as the very different drumlins [Smalley and Unwin, 1968; Clark, 2010]. In addition, geomorphological features in Marguerite Bay [Cofaigh et al., 2005] and Pine Island Bay [Nitsche et al., 2013] suggest a complex relationship between ice flow and basal properties.

6. Conclusions

The widespread occurrence of rib-like patterns in driving stress and in basal resistance suggests that despite the drastic differences between the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (e.g., latitude, geology, geometry, atmospheric conditions, and climate history), on small spatial scales, basal processes are controlled by the same, fundamental physical mechanisms. We suggest that these mechanisms involve complex feedbacks between ice flow and subglacial environments with a possibility of the ribs being formed in response to ice flow. The similarity in size of the inverted basal shear stress patterns with certain geomorphological features formed by former large ice sheets suggests that these physical mechanisms are not exclusive to the present-day ice sheets and are universal to past, present, and potential future ice sheets experiencing sliding at their bases. The widespread presence of the rib-like structures on the present-day ice sheets is indicative of the substantial basal sliding occurring at their base. The organized patterns of these structures points to their origin via a dynamic instability, and their potential evolution on decadal time scales. Establishing the mechanisms and physical processes controlling the formation and evolution of the basal rib-like patterns is fundamental to understanding the basic nature of ice sheet behavior and robust projections of their future evolution.
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